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Abstract. Let A and B be n x n matrices. We show that the matrix repre-

senting the linear transformation

X ^{AXB + BXA)T

(which is from the space of n x n matrices to itself) with respect to the usual

basis is symmetric and show a similar symmetry property for the Frechet deriva-

tive of a function f(X) = J2^oaiX' defined on the space of n x n matrices.

Let M„ denote the space of complex n x n matrices. Given X e M„ we

define vec(X) to be the vector in C" obtained by stacking the columns of X,

i.e.,

vec(X)u_x)n+i = Xij,        i,j=l,...,n.

Let Ejj e Mn denote the matrix with i, j entry 1 and all other entries 0.

When we refer to the matrix representation of a linear transformation L on

Mn we mean the representation with respect to the basis {Ex t i, E2 > i, ... ,

En, 1, Ex, 2, • • ■ , En t n } . With this notation the matrix that represents L is the

matrix M such that Mwec(X) = vex(L(X)) for all X e Mn. Let A ® B
denote the Kronecker (or tensor) product of A and B. Let Tn denote the

n2 x n2 permutation matrix such that Tn vec(A") = vec(Xr) for all X e M„.

Since (XT)T = X, it follows that Tn = T~x. But because Tn is a permutation

matrix, we must also have T~x = Tj, so Tn = T~x = Tj.

We will make Mn an inner product space with inner product (A, B) =

tx AB". We say that a linear transformation L on M„ is Hermitian if

(1) (X,L(X)) = tx[XL(X)*]eR   VIeM„.

It is easy to check that if M, the matrix representing L, is real then L is

Hermitian if and only if M = MT .

Let f(z) = Y^oaiz', where the series has radius of convergence R. Then

for any X e Mn with spectral radius less than R the Frechet derivative of /

at X applied to Z e Mn can be shown to be
oo m

(2) Lf(X,Z) = Yl^Xk-xZXm-k.

m=l      k=l
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A derivation of this can be found at the beginning of §2 in [2].

We will show that the matrix representing the linear transformation Z h-+

Lf(X, Z)T is (possibly complex) symmetric, and we will show other results of

this nature. This symmetry is exploited in an algorithm in [4].

First we will state some basic Kronecker product identities for nxn matrices

A, B, X:

(3) vec(AXB) = BT®Avec(X),

(4) (A®B)T = AT®BT,

(5) T„(A ® B) = (B ® A)Tn .

These are Lemma 4.3.1, equation 4.2.2, and Corollary 4.3.10 of [1] respectively.

Note that in [1] the matrix T„ is denoted by P(n, n).

We now combine these identities to obtain a simple result upon which our

subsequent results are based.

Lemma 1. Let A, B e Mn be given. The matrix representation of the linear

transformation

(6) L(X) = (AXB + BXA)T

is (possibly complex) symmetric. If in addition A and B are real then the linear

transformation L is Hermitian.

Proof. By (3) the matrix representation of Ih (AXB + BXA) is BT ® A +

AT ® B , so the matrix representation of L is M = Tn(BT ®A + AT®B). Let
us show that MT = M:

MT = [Tn(BT ®A + AT® B)]T = (BT ®A + AT ® B)TTj

= (BT ® A)TT„ + (AT ® B)TTn = (B® AT)T„ + (A® BT)Tn

= Tn(AT ®B) + Tn(BT®A) = M.

We have used Tf = Tn for the third equality, (4) for the fourth, and (5) for

the fifth.
If A and B are real then so is M. Since M is real and symmetric, it

follows that L is Hermitian.   □

One can prove that if A and B are real then the linear transformation

L(X) = (AXB + BXA)T is Hermitian without using Kronecker products.

(X, (AXB + BXA)T) = txX[(AXB + BXA)T]*

= txX(AXB + txX(BXA) = txXAXB + txXBXA

= txXAXB + txXAXB = txXAXB + txXAXB,

which is real for all X e M„ .

Theorem 2. Let f(z) = Y,h=o a'z' > wnere the series has radius of convergence R.

Let X e Mn have spectral radius less than R. Then the matrix representation

of the linear transformation

(1) Z~[Lf(X,Z)]T

is (possibly complex) symmetric. If in addition X is real and a,■■, i = 1,2, ... ,

are real then the linear transformation in (1) is Hermitian.

This result is true for a more general class of functions. We will discuss this

generalization after Theorem 3.
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Proof. The linear transformation in (7) can be expressed as
oo m

Zh ^aiY^(Xk~xZXm-k + Xm-kZXk-x)T/2

m=l      k=l

which is a sum of terms of the form Z i-> (AZB + BZA)T . The result now

follows from Lemma 1.   □

One can show that for the exponential function

Lnp(X,Z)= fe'xZe^xdt,
Jo

for example, by substituting eY = ^o° Yk/k\, integrating term by term, and

then comparing the result with (2).   One way to estimate Lexp(X, Z) is to

approximate the integral by the composite trapezoidal rule

Wr = ^T \ZeX + 22^e^2kZe^-^'2k + exz\

or the composite Simpson's rule

Ws = ^ <Zex + 2 £ eMzeP-W*

2*-I )

+ 4j2eW-lW*Ze&-V+lW*+exZ > .

J=x

It is useful to know that these approximations have the same symmetry property

as Lexp(A , Z).

Theorem 3. Let X e M„. The matrix representations of the linear transforma-
tions

(8) Z^[Lexp,r(X,Z)]r    and    Z * [Lexp,5(X, Z)f

are (possibly) symmetric. If X is real then the linear transformations in (8) are
Hermitian.

Proof. The result for Lexp,r follows from the formula

W,t(X, Z) = -^{(Zex + exZ)/2

2*-l

+ 2 J2 (eWzeV-M* + J*-J)*l*Ze>xl*)l2
;'=i

+ (exZ + Zex)/2}

and Lemma 1. The result for Lexp,s follows similarly.   □

Let D he a domain in the complex plane, and let / be analytic on D. The

primary matrix function associated with / is defined on the set of matrices
with spectrum contained in D as follows:

(a) if A = Sdiag(A,, ... , X„)S~l then

f(A) = Sdia%(f(Xx),...,f(kn))S-x,

(b) if A is not diagonalizable then define f(A) by continuity.
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The analyticity of / ensures that f(A) is well defined. One can also define
f(A) via the Jordan form; this definition gives an explicit form even when A

is not diagonalizable. See [1, §6.6] for this and a further discussion of primary

matrix functions.

One can show that a primary matrix function is Frechet differentiable at any

X with spectrum contained in D, so the Frechet derivative is equal to the

directional derivative. So by [1, Theorem 6.6.14(3)]

Lf(X, Z) = jtf(X + tZ)\t=0 = jtp(X + tZ)\t=0

where p is any polynomial such that if X is an eigenvalue of X © X of alge-

braic multiplicity m then p(i)(X) = f{i)(X), i = 0, I, ... , m - I. (Note that
the restriction in [1, Theorem 6.6.14(3)] that D be simply connected is not

necessary.) Thus Lf(X, Z) = LP(X, Z), and since p is just a polynomial it

follows from Theorem 2 that the matrix representation of

Z -> [Lf(X, Z)]T = [LP(X, Z)]T

is (possibly complex) symmetric.

A primary matrix function that cannot be represented as a power series
and for which one wants to compute the Frechet derivative is the matrix sign

function sgn(A) [3]. It corresponds to the function f(z) = sign(Re(z)) on
D = {z: Re(z) ^ 0} . An equivalent definition that is often used is

sgn(^) = 5^   _°/)^"1,

where A = S(^ ^)S~X and P and -N have spectrum in the open right-half

plane.
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